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The literature suggests that optimal adjustment to relatively uncontrollable stressors may require adjusting oneself to the stressors rather than trying to alter them. This possibility was explored, for low-controllability stressors (e.g., painful medical procedures) associated with leukemia. Children's reports of coping strategies and goals were classified as primary control coping (attempts to alter objective conditions), secondary control coping (attempts to adjust oneself to objective conditions), or relinquished control (no attempt to cope). Secondary control coping was positively associated with (a) general behavioral adjustment assessed by the Child Behavior Checklist and (b) illness-specific adjustment assessed by children's own distress ratings and by behavioral observations during painful procedures. All significant group differences showed better adjustment among secondary control children than among the primary or relinquished groups.

Research on coping with stressful medical conditions and procedures has been increasingly linked to research on control-related beliefs and behavior. This is true of research with adults (see, e.g., Taylor, 1983, 1989; Taylor, Lichtman, & Wood, 1984; Thompson, 1981) and children (see, e.g., Altshuler & Ruble, 1989; Compas, Malarine, & Fondacaro, 1988; Weisz, 1990). Compas (1987) suggested that children's ability (perceived or actual) to exert personal control over a stressor may be a determinant of which coping strategies are adaptive; Peterson (1989) made a similar point with reference to children's coping with stressful medical procedures. Worchel, Copeland, and Barker (1987) showed that different control-related coping strategies (behavioral, decisional, and cognitive control) may each be significant predictors of adjustment in pediatric oncology patients (see also Nannis et al., 1982). In several ways, then, coping and control appear to be linked.

Consistent with this linkage, at least one theoretical model of control—the primary-secondary control model (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder, 1982; Weisz, Rothbaum, & Blackburn, 1984a, 1984b)—has been used explicitly to guide the study of coping. According to the primary-secondary model, people pursue control through two distinct but complementary processes: primary control consists of efforts to enhance reward or reduce punishment by modifying objective conditions (e.g., environmental events, one's grade in a class, other people's behavior) to bring those conditions into line with one's wishes; secondary control consists of efforts to enhance reward or reduce punishment by modifying oneself (e.g., one's hopes, expectations, attributions, interpretations of events) so as to achieve goodness of fit with prevailing conditions. Band and Weisz (1988) used a coding system derived from the primary-secondary model to study children's self-reports of how they had coped with stressful events. Six types of everyday stressors were surveyed, including academic failure, peer problems, and one presumably relatively uncontrollable medical stressor (i.e., getting an injection). Across the sample, aged 6–12 years, Band and Weisz found a theoretically important main effect for type of stressor (p < .001): Secondary control responses were more pronounced for the low-controllability medical stressor than for other stressors (three pairwise differences were significant at the .01 level). This pattern was reminiscent of findings by Folkman, Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, and Gruen (1986) with adults and Forsythe and Compas (1987) with children, indicating that cognitive appraisals of the changeability or controllability of stressors significantly influence choices of which coping method to use.

Findings pointing to such situational differences in children's approaches to coping (see also Bull & Drotar, 1991) lead directly to the question of which methods of coping are most adaptive for children in various stressful situations. As noted earlier, Compas (1987) suggested that what is adaptive for controllable stressors may differ from what is adaptive for relatively uncontrollable stressors. For example, he argued that cognitive strategies involving reframing a stressor may be appropriate and adaptive for low-controllability events such as surgery but...
not adaptive for addressing interpersonal problems that are potentially controllable by the child. Compas and his colleagues presented findings consistent with this perspective, drawing on the important distinction between problem-focused coping (i.e., efforts to act on the source of stress, so as to change it) and emotion-focused coping (i.e., efforts to regulate emotional states associated with stressors; see Folkman & Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; also see related child work by Bull & Drotar, 1991, and Wertlieb, Weigel, & Feldstein, 1987).1

To explore the adaptive implications of problem-focused and emotion-focused coping, Compas et al. (1988) studied 10-14-year-olds’ self-reports of how they coped with various stressors and their self-reports of behavioral and emotional problems. A key finding was that youngsters who reported the most problems tended to use coping methods that were out of sync with the controllability of the stressors. That is, more problems were reported for youngsters who generated few problem-focused coping responses for stressors rated high in controllability and for those who generated many problem-focused coping responses to stressors rated low in controllability. Similar results were found by Forsythe and Compas (1987).

The work of Compas and his colleagues thus indicates that the adaptive or adjustment value of a coping response may depend on the controllability of the stressor. This, in turn, suggests that responses intended to modify objective conditions related to the stressor (i.e., responses that fit the broad class of primary control) may be adaptive for relatively controllable stressors, but not for relatively uncontrollable stressors. For stressors that are low in controllability, coping that involves adjusting oneself to the stressor (e.g., responses within the broad class of secondary control) may actually be more adaptively useful.

In this study, we addressed this general issue of adaptability, focusing on a class of medical stressors that appeared to be particularly low in controllability. We conducted structured interviews with children who had been diagnosed with leukemia, asking them about coping with the disease and its treatment. We coded their responses according to the primary-secondary control model described earlier. Then, like Compas et al. (1988), we assessed the relation between children’s coping descriptions and their adjustment. We focused on (a) general adjustment, as reflected in parents’ reports of the children’s behavioral and emotional problems, and (b) illness-specific adjustment related to leukemia and its treatment, as reflected in the reports of trained observers and of the children themselves.

Method

Children diagnosed with leukemia were interviewed to assess their preferred coping approaches for specific stressors related to leukemia and its treatment. As an index of the children’s general behavioral adjustment, their parents completed a checklist of behavioral and emotional problems. As indexes of illness-specific adjustment, we used a self-report distress measure completed by the children and an observational measure of distress completed by two trained observers.

Sample

The sample included 33 children diagnosed with acute lymphocytic leukemia, the most common form of cancer in children. Children were included if their leukemia had been in remission for at least 1 month and if they were currently receiving treatment to maintain remission. An initial pool of 40 children met the inclusionary criteria; 36 parents gave consent for participation, but 3 of the 36 children chose not to participate. In the resulting sample of 33, ages ranged from 5 through 12 years, with a mean of 8.1 years. With 20 boys and 13 girls, the sample was 61% male (close to the 57% average found in surveys of children with leukemia; see Baehner & Miller, 1984) and 82% White (with 1 Asian, 2 Hispanic, and 3 African-American children), with 76% living in two-parent families. On the Hollingshead (1965) two-factor socioeconomic status index, on the basis of parental occupation and education, the families formed a normal distribution, ranging from lower (Class 5) to upper (Class 1), with a mean of 2.9.

Time since diagnosis for study participants ranged from 2 to 78 months, with a mean of 23.33 months. Risk status at diagnosis was rated by the children’s physicians, using Children’s Cancer Study Group criteria involving child age, gender, white blood cell count, and disease involvement in other organ systems; 9 children (27% of the sample) were rated “good,” 10 (30%) “average,” and 14 (42%) “poor.”

Assessment of Child Coping

Children were administered a structured interview designed to elicit descriptions of coping with respect to four stressors associated with leukemia and its treatment: staying in the hospital overnight, undergoing bone marrow aspiration (BMA) or lumbar puncture (LP) procedures, vomiting, and hair loss.2 The interviewer recorded up to three coping strategies (i.e., methods of coping) for each stressor; for each strategy the interviewer probed for the associated coping goal by asking “How does [the strategy identified] help?” Also for each strategy, the interviewer asked “How much do you try to [cope in the manner described]?” Answers ranged from 1 (“I almost never try this”) to 5 (“I almost always try this”). For children who identified more than one strategy, the interviewer asked which one “is the best” and which one is “the next best.” The strategy identified as the best was nearly always rated as the one children tried the most; however, in few instances in which another strategy was rated as more likely to be tried, that strategy was coded exactly the same (see the coding system, described next) as the strategy rated the best. Thus, the analyses reported focus on the one coping strategy rated the best and its associated goal in each child’s interview for each stressor considered separately.

Primary-secondary control coding system for coping data. Children’s coping strategies and goals were coded separately (a surprisingly unusual procedure in coping research), using a classification system that was based on the primary-secondary control model (see Rothbaum et al., 1982; Weisz et al., 1984a, 1984b). In general, primary control coping responses are those that involve attempts to directly interact with the environment so as to modify objective circumstances in ways that reduce punishment or enhance reward. Secondary control coping responses are those involving primarily internal responses aimed at attempting to adjust oneself (e.g., one’s beliefs, hopes, goals, inter-

---

1 To assess possible overlap between the problem-focused-emotion-focused distinction and the primary-secondary control distinction, we coded coping interview data from our study into not only primary-secondary-relinquished categories but also a problem-focused coping category and two more emotion-focused categories (i.e., “social-spiritual support seeking” and “alternate activity”). We found some significant correlations between the two systems. For example, for goal responses, the primary control and problem-focused codes were correlated .65, and the secondary control code was correlated .47 with social-spiritual support seeking and .20 with alternate activity.

2 Children were also asked other questions (e.g., whether there were things that could be done to get well and to stay happy), but these were not used in our study.
Assessment of Children's Adjustment

Our measures of children's adjustment included two that were illness specific (discussed in McCabe & Pellegrini, 1989, 1992) and one that focused on more general behavioral adjustment.

**Illness-specific adjustment: 1. Self-reported distress.** Children rated their own level of distress with respect to 10 leukemia treatment-related stressors: (a) "finding out you had leukemia," (b) "going into the hospital to stay over," (c) "getting examined by a nurse or a doctor," (d) "getting a bone marrow [procedure]," (e) "getting a spinal tap [procedure]," (f) "having blood taken out of your arm," (g) "getting medicines in the clinic," (h) "taking medicine at home," (i) "losing your hair from the medicines," and (j) "getting sick (throwing up) from the medicines." These behaviors are coded for occurrence in the form of Pearson product–moment correlations, has been reported to range from .80 to .91 (Jay et al., 1983). For our sample, we obtained OSBD data for 29 of the children, 10 for BMA and 19 for LP. Distress scores did not differ significantly for BMA versus LP children during the procedure or post phases, but BMA children showed greater distress than LP children during the prep phase, \( t(27) = 3.15, p < .01 \). Such comparisons are difficult to interpret because procedures were confounded with groups. For the sample of 29, there was no significant correlation between distress and duration of the procedure in any of the three phases or for scores summed across the three phases.

**General behavioral adjustment: 1. The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL).** Parents filled in the CBCL (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983) for their children. The CBCL lists 118 behavioral and emotional problems (e.g., "argues a lot," "unhappy, sad, depressed"); for each problem, parents circle 0 (not true), 1 (somewhat or sometimes true), or 2 (very true or often true). Of interest here were CBCL T scores for Total Problems, Internalizing (e.g., fears, worries, sadness), and Externalizing (e.g., fighting, disobedience, hyperactivity) scales; these T scores reflect a child's level of problem behavior relative to national norms for the child's gender and age group. We scored the CBCL in two ways,—first conventionally, then omitting problems that might have resulted from leukemia or its treatment (e.g., headaches, stomachaches); however, scores were virtually identical with the two methods (correlations began.
Results

We began our analyses by focusing on relations among the coping measures. We then checked for age and gender effects on all of the main measures. Then we turned to the principal analyses of the study (i.e., those bearing on relations between coping and adjustment).

Relations Among Coping Measures

Table 1 shows intercorrelations among the primary–secondary–relinquished coping measures; each measure reflects the number of responses that were classified into a particular coping category (e.g., primary control coping). With two-tailed alpha at .05, and population correlation at .40, the power to detect a significant correlation in this sample was .65. The table reflects, to some extent, the zero-sum relationships among the strategy ratings and among the goal ratings. That is, for example, if 75% of a child’s strategy responses across the various stressors were classified as primary, then secondary and relinquished strategies could sum to no more than 25%. Thus, it is not surprising that such categories as primary strategies and secondary strategies were negatively correlated. On the other hand, relinquished strategies and secondary strategies were essentially uncorrelated. Of special interest in the table are the relations between strategy codes and goal codes; the table indicates that primary strategies were often associated with primary goals, that relinquished control strategy codes were often associated with relinquished goals, but that secondary strategies were only weakly related to secondary goals. This aspect of the table suggests that there is value in separating the coding of strategies from the coding of goals; thus, we retained this separation in the analyses.

Testing the Relation of Age and Gender to Coping and Adjustment Measures

Because a principal objective of the study was to examine relations between coping methods and child adjustment, we needed to assess first whether the coping and adjustment measures may be related to child age or gender. First, we computed the correlations of age and gender with the six primary–secondary–relinquished coping variables (i.e., total primary, secondary, and relinquished for strategies and for goals); gender correlations were all point-biserial. None of the 12 coefficients was significant, although secondary goals were marginally more prevalent among older children ($r = .39, p < .10$), and relinquished control was marginally more prevalent among younger children ($r = .39, p < .10$).

We next computed correlations between age and gender, on the one hand, and all of the measures of adjustment used in the study, on the other (gender correlations were all point-biserial). The correlations of age and gender with the three CBCL measures (Internalizing, Externalizing, and Total Problems scales), with the three OSBD measures (i.e., distress at each of three phases), and with the 10 self-reported distress ratings (i.e., on the 10 leukemia-related stressors) revealed only two significant relationships: Self-reported distress during medical exams was correlated $-.39$ with age ($p < .05$), and self-reported distress during BMA procedures was rated higher by girls than boys ($r = .42, p < .05$); all other probability values were greater than .14.

The near absence of age effects may appear to contradict reports by Hubert et al. (1988), Jay et al. (1983), and Katz, Kellerman, and Siegel (1980) that distress during medical procedures was greater among younger than older children. However, the age ranges in those studies differed markedly from ours; the youngest group was aged 3–6 in Hubert et al., 2–6 in Jay et al., and < 1–6 in Katz et al.; our youngest child was 5. Even when we divided our sample at 6.9 years, our younger (n = 12) and older (n = 21) children differed significantly on only one of the adjustment measures (i.e., self-reported distress on medical exams). Overall, then, our analyses showed no substantial evidence of age or gender effects that could complicate interpretation of relations among coping and adjustment measures. We therefore proceeded to analyses addressing those relationships.

Overview of Main Analyses: Relation Between Coping and Adjustment

In examining relations between children’s coping patterns and their adjustment, we focused first on general behavioral adjustment, assessed through parents’ CBCL reports; we then examined measures of illness-specific adjustment, that is, children’s self-rated distress (SRD) and observers’ distress ratings on the OSBD. In each analysis, we conducted one-way analyses
Profiles

Defining Coping Strategy Profiles and Coping Goal

With alpha set at .05, the small sample generated power of only

Note. BMA = bone marrow aspiration; LP = lumbar puncture.

of variance (ANOVs) with groups consisting of children using different coping profiles (described next): the dependent variable in each analysis was one of the adjustment measures. For ANOVAs comparing four profile groups (see the next section), with alpha set at .05, the small sample generated power of only .42 to detect an effect size of .40; for ANOVAs involving three groups, power was .44. For the significant effects reported, we note effect sizes: $w^2 = (SS 	ext{ effect} - df 	imes MS \text{ error})/(SS \text{ total} + MS \text{ error})$.

Defining Coping Strategy Profiles and Coping Goal Profiles

Strategy and goal responses across the four stressors (shown in Table 2) were classified into four exhaustive and mutually exclusive profile subgroups, defined to maximize similarity in the number of children per subgroup. The four subgroups formed for strategy responses were (a) primary control (i.e., more than half of the responses were coded as primary control coping, and no response was coded as secondary); (b) relinquished control (i.e., more than half of the responses were coded as relinquished control, and no response was coded as secondary); (c) primary–relinquished (i.e., half of the responses were coded as primary, and half were coded as relinquished); and (d) secondary control (i.e., one or more responses were coded as secondary).

For goal responses, the same four exhaustive and mutually exclusive coping profile subgroups were used, but with slightly different operational definitions: (a) primary control (i.e., half or more of the responses were coded as primary control, but no more than one secondary and/or one relinquished), (b) relinquished control (i.e., half or more of the responses were coded as relinquished control, but no more than one primary and/or one secondary), (c) primary–relinquished (i.e., half of the responses were coded as primary, and half were coded as relinquished), and (d) secondary control (i.e., half or more of the responses were coded as secondary control, but no more than one primary and/or one relinquished).

General Behavioral Adjustment (CBCL) as a Function of Coping Profile

CBCL scores and coping strategies. The one-way analyses of variance (ANOVs) relating strategy profiles to CBCL Total Problems, then to Internalizing and Externalizing, all revealed similar and significant group effects. The CBCL Total Problems score showed a significant group effect, $F(3, 26) = 4.42, p = .01, w^2 = .28$. As shown in Table 3, youngsters in the secondary control group showed lower problem scores than children in the other three groups. Tukey's honestly significant differences (HSD) tests indicated that only the secondary versus primary group difference was significant ($p < .05$). We explored further the group effect on Total Problems, using separate analyses of CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing problem scores.

For Internalizing problem scores, the group effect was significant, $F(3, 26) = 3.72, p = .03, w^2 = .23$. Youngsters in the secondary control group showed lower problem scores than children in the other groups (see the means in Table 3). Tukey's HSD tests indicated that only the secondary versus primary group difference was significant ($p < .05$).

CBC scores and coping goals. The one-way ANOVAs relating goal responses to the Total Problems, Internalizing, and Externalizing scales revealed effects that were statistically significant, similar to one another, and similar to the effects found for strategy responses (see Table 3). Again, CBCL Total Problem scores showed a significant group effect, $F(3, 21) = 5.33, p = .008, w^2 = .37$. Youngsters in the secondary control group had lower scores than children in the other groups. Pairwise Tukey's HSD tests indicated that the secondary control group had significantly lower total problems than each of the other three groups (all $ps < .05$). Again, we broke down this finding for Total Problems scores by focusing separately on Internalizing and Externalizing scores.

For Internalizing problem scores, the group effect was significant, $F(3, 21) = 4.19, p = .02, w^2 = .30$. As in the results reported previously, youngsters in the secondary control group showed lower problem scores than children in the other groups (see the means in Table 3). Tukey's HSD tests indicated that the secondary group differed significantly from both the primary and the primary–relinquished groups (both $ps < .05$).

For Externalizing problem scores, the group effect was significant, $F(3, 21) = 6.71, p = .003, w^2 = .44$. Children in the secondary control group showed lower problem scores than did children in the other groups (see the means in Table 3). Tukey's HSD tests indicated that the secondary control group showed significantly lower Externalizing problem scores than each of the other three groups (all $ps < .05$).

Tests of clinical significance. To test the clinical significance of the CBCL findings, we conducted six chi-square analyses of the extent to which children in the various coping profile groups scored in the "clinical" range. Because CBCL scores were generally low in this special sample, we defined the clinical range liberally to include $T$ scores of 60 (i.e., $1 SD$ above the norm group mean) and higher. When we focused on the four coping strategy profiles (see Table 3), we found that no child with a secondary control coping profile scored in the clinical range on the CBCL Total Problems, Internalizing, or Externalizing scales; by contrast, 50% of nonsecondary copers (i.e., all other...
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Table 3
Mean Scores for General Behavioral Adjustment (CBCL) and Illness-Specific Adjustment (SRD and OSBD) as a Function of Coping Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Relinquished</th>
<th>Primary-relinquished</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coping strategy profiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Total Problems</td>
<td>59.91</td>
<td>57.50</td>
<td>50.20</td>
<td>41.86</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Internalizing</td>
<td>60.18</td>
<td>54.25</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Externalizing</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>47.60</td>
<td>41.57</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD Total Distress score</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD Focal Distress score</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping goal profiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Total Problems</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>54.50</td>
<td>58.60</td>
<td>35.50</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Internalizing</td>
<td>57.57</td>
<td>52.33</td>
<td>62.20</td>
<td>40.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Externalizing</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>53.80</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD Total Distress score</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD Focal Distress score</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical procedure coping strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for prep phase</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for procedure phase</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for post phase</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical procedure coping goal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for prep phase</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for procedure phase</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBD for post phase</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CBCL = Child Behavior Checklist; SRD Total Distress = mean self-reported distress across 10 leukemia-related stressors; SRD Focal Distress = mean self-reported distress across the specific stressors used in the coping interview; OSBD = Observational Scale of Behavioral Distress.

profiles) scored in the clinical range on the Total Problems and Internalizing scales, and 35% scored in the clinical range on Externalizing scale. The full chi-square table was significant for Total Problems ($p = .03$) and Internalizing ($p = .05$) and marginal for Externalizing ($p = .06$).

When we focused on the four coping goal profiles (see Table 3), we again found that no child with a secondary control coping profile scored in the clinical range on the CBCL Total Problems, Internalizing, or Externalizing scales; among the nonsecondary copers (i.e., all other profiles), though, 42% were in the clinical range. When we replicated the goal ANOVA focusing on total mean, a significant but weaker effect emerged, $F(3, 23) = 2.87, p = .06, \omega^2 = .19$. The secondary control group showed significantly lower distress levels than the other three groups, but an HSD test showed that only the secondary group and the primary-relinquished group were significantly different (see the means in Table 3). Note that all 12 of the secondary versus other group comparisons for SRD shown in Table 3 involved lower distress scores for secondary copers than for others (sign test $p < .001$).

**Self-reported distress and coping with specific stressors.** The preceding analyses suggest that, in general, secondary control coping responses were associated with lower levels of distress than were other forms of coping. To complement these analyses, we examined the specific coping responses to that stressor. For each stressor, we examined the relationship between the specific SRD rating and the specific coping response given by the child. Because each of these comparisons involved a single coping response, it was possible to group children into three coping groups: primary, secondary, and relinquished. Note that this grouping was based on the same coping response for the BMA and LP procedures because these two were combined in the coping interview; see "Assessment of

Illness-Specific Adjustment: 1. Self-Reported Distress and Coping Profile

**Self-reported distress and coping strategies.** One-way ANOVAs comparing the four different strategy profile groups on the SRD focal mean and the SRD total mean yielded no significant effects.

**Self-reported distress and coping goals.** By contrast, the one-way ANOVA comparing the four different goal profile groups on the focal mean showed a significant effect of coping strategy profile, $F(3, 21) = 4.62, (p = .01, \omega^2 = .31)$. Tukey's HSD test revealed that the secondary control group showed significantly less distress than the other three profile groups and that the latter three groups did not differ from one another.
Child Coping,” discussed earlier. Four of the eight ANOVAs showed that group differences were significant; these included strategy responses related to BMA SRD ($p < .05, w^2 = .15$) and LP SRD ($p < .05, w^2 = .13$) and goal responses related to LP SRD ($p < .01, w^2 = .20$) and to hospital stay SRD ($p < .05, w^2 = .17$). All comparisons showed that distress ratings were lower for the secondary control group than for the primary and relinquished groups (five of these were significant differences). Finally, to explore consistency in the direction of this difference, we conducted a sign test for the 16 comparisons (8 secondary vs. primary, 8 secondary vs. relinquished) involving the strategy and goal responses for the four stressors noted earlier that were included in the coping interview and the SRD ratings. Of the 16 comparisons, 14 showed that distress ratings were lower for secondary responders than for the comparison group (sign test $p < .005$). Overall, the analyses showed relatively consistent evidence that secondary control coping was associated with reduced levels of self-reported distress.

Illness-Specific Adjustment: 2. OSBD-Rated Distress and Coping Profile

Because the OSBD involved observations of the children’s distress during the BMA or LP procedure only, we focused our OSBD analyses only on children’s coping responses to the BMA or LP stressor question in the coping interview. This reduced the categorization of coping to the simple process of noting whether each child’s response to the BMA or LP question involved primary control, secondary control, or relinquished control. The same three-group distinction applied to the strategy responses and to the goal responses. For strategies and again for goals, we carried out three one-way ANOVAs, with each ANOVA focused on one of the three phases of the procedure identified earlier.

Observer-rated distress and coping strategies. In the three analyses of strategy responses, only the ANOVA of the prep phase showed a notable effect; we conducted a Kruskall-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA because the data violated the homogeneity of variance assumption ($H = 8.08, p = .02$, parametric $w^2 = .14$). As shown in Table 3, children in the secondary control strategy group had lower OSBD distress ratings than children in the primary control group or the relinquished group. Mann-Whitney tests revealed that the secondary control group had lower distress scores than children reporting primary control strategies ($p = .01$).

Observer-rated distress and coping goals. Our analyses of goal responses revealed a similar pattern, albeit for a different phase of the procedure. A Kruskall-Wallis one-way ANOVA of the OSBD ratings for the post phase revealed a significant effect ($H = 7.40, p < .02$, parametric $w^2 = .23$). Again, secondary control copers had lower distress ratings than the primary and relinquished groups. Mann-Whitney tests indicated that the secondary group had marginally lower ratings than the primary group ($p = .07$) and significantly lower ratings than the relinquished group ($p = .02$). Finally, note that all of the 16 secondary versus other group comparisons for OSBD shown in Table 3 showed that secondary control copers had lower distress ratings than others (sign test $p < .001$).

Discussion

The findings support the general idea advanced in the introduction, and originally suggested by Compas and his colleagues (e.g., Compas, 1987; Forsythe & Compas, 1987), that with relatively low-controllability stressors (e.g., leukemia and its treatment), the most adaptive form of coping may be that which focuses not so much on altering objective events and conditions as adjusting oneself to them. In our study, the various processes of adjustment of self were grouped within the construct of secondary control coping; secondary control coping responses were favorably associated with indicators of both general adjustment (CBCL scores) and illness-specific adjustment (SRD and OSBD scores). Although not all comparisons in this small sample yielded significant differences as a function of coping reports, all differences that were significant showed adjustment to be better among children who favored secondary control coping than among children who favored primary control or relinquished control. Moreover, with 42 of the 44 group comparisons made in the study assuming this form, the three sign tests we carried out revealed a strong tendency for secondary control to be associated with more favorable adjustment than alternative forms of coping.

The similarity in findings across the various measures is noteworthy, given the different sources from which the information was drawn. Children provided coping and self-report distress data, the CBCL data were independently collected from parents, and the OSBD data came from trained observers. Given these disparate sources, it would be difficult to argue that the findings reflect a source artifact or a response bias among a single class of informants. Instead, the convergent findings, which were based on input from three different perspectives, strengthen the conclusion that secondary control coping was associated with an adaptive advantage for the youngsters studied here.

Despite the pattern of findings obtained here, we must emphasize that secondary control coping may not be the best response to all aspects of leukemia and its treatment. Most stressors, including leukemia, have more and less controllable aspects, and, as we suggested in the introduction, secondary control coping may not be the most adaptive response to more controllable stressors. In this context, we should note the findings of Band and Weisz (1990), who studied a group of diabetic youngsters. In contrast to our study, Band and Weisz targeted coping behavior with respect to relatively controllable stressors, such as diet, insulin injections, and daily glucose monitoring. Among formal operational adolescents (but not among less mature children), reports of secondary control coping in response to these more controllable stressors were actually negatively related to diabetes adjustment, as measured by parent report and medical staff report measures. Such findings, together with our findings, indicate that different medical conditions, even different aspects of the same medical condition, may differ greatly in their controllability and thus may need to be addressed by much different forms of coping. More generally, one must avoid overgeneralizing from the findings of one particular study, focused on one particular subset of stressors, and confined to one particular medical condition.

Looking toward the future, we have several suggestions to-
ward building on the base of information generated here. First, although assembling a sample for research on pediatric leukemia is a slow process, it would be useful in the long term to form a large enough sample to afford powerful tests of interactive relationships (e.g., interactions involving developmental level or gender). Band and Weisz (1990) found that the relation between coping style and adjustment was different, in some respects, for formal operational youngsters than for those who had not attained formal operations. Bull and Drotar (1991) found relevant interactions involving age and gender. It would be worthwhile to test such possibilities with larger samples and to extend the tests to groups with other illnesses.

Second, researchers need to find ways of assessing children’s coping that do not rely exclusively on what children themselves are able or willing to tell them. Coding systems such as ours require information about not only what children do but why they do it (i.e., their goals) and therefore seem to necessitate child interviews (see a related point in Peterson, 1989, p. 384). However, children at different developmental levels differ from one another in their capacity to decode interview questions, introspect accurately about their behavior and motives, and encode answers. Such child-to-child variability makes it potentially useful to find supplementary sources of information on child coping from perspectives outside those of the children themselves.

Third, investigators need to find some common ground despite the heterogeneity of coping conceptualizations and coding systems used in this area of research. Across the diverse literature on child coping, conceptual distinctions such as problem-focused versus emotion-focused (Compas et al., 1988), monitoring versus blunting (Miller & Green, 1985), and primary versus secondary control (Band & Weisz, 1988, 1990) are partially confounded with stressor domains such as academic problems, delay-of-gratification tasks, and treatment for leukemia. This makes it difficult to compare findings across studies and to build a well-integrated base of knowledge about child coping and its consequences. Of course, each investigator has particular substantive interests and a particular theoretical frame of reference, and no investigator wants to sacrifice his or her own perspective in the interest of a common base of knowledge. However, there may be ways for researchers who have different approaches to find some methodological and theoretical common ground; if so, our picture of child coping and its correlates could well be enriched.

Finally, we emphasize that the methods we and others have used thus far may capture coping only in a simplistically sense (i.e., one coping method at a time, with one goal per response). It seems likely to us that for extremely traumatic stressors, such as many of those associated with leukemia, the best coping may involve complex planning, with layered strategies of the “Plan A, Plan B” variety, and with contingencies included (e.g., what will lead to a shift from Plan A to Plan B and what to do if Plan B fails). Current coping assessment methodology falls well short of capturing such complexity and perhaps, accordingly, well short of capturing the truth about how coping actually operates in real life with really severe stressors. This, in turn, may mean that researchers have some distance to travel, methodologically, before they can speak with authority about which methods of coping with severe stressors are the most adaptive. Nonetheless, it is toward this important long-term objective that future research on coping in pediatric populations should be directed.
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